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ince its incorporation in 1952 as the first indigenous
bank and the first shareholding company in the
entire Gulf region, NBK has been known as “The
Bank You Know And Trust.” Thanks to the recognized
excellence of its very stable management along with its
unequivocal strategy, consistent profitability, high asset
quality and strong capitalization, NBK, throughout the
years, succeeded in building an advanced banking institution that offers a full spectrum of innovative and unrivalled
financial and investment services and solutions to individuals, corporate and institutional clients.
The bank enjoys a dominant market share with a large and
ever-expanding local and regional clientele, and also boasts
the largest overseas branch network, spanning many of the
world’s financial and business centers. It has the largest presence of any bank in Kuwait, with 70 branches, and continues
to grow its international network, boasting an additional 107
branches in 16 countries in both the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) region and leading global financial hubs—
including London, Paris, New York, Singapore, Geneva,
China and Vietnam.
Due in large part to its successful expansion strategy, resilient
capital position, and sound risk management strategies, the
bank reported net profits of $291 million (KD80.8 million)
for the first quarter of 2011, versus $275 million for the same
period in 2010—an increase of 6%. For the fullyear 2010, NBK saw net profits of $1,075
million, up 14% from 2009.
In the first quarter of this
year, the bank continued to
build assets, while adhering to a conservative risk
policy, and improve its
capital position and
profitability. Total assets
reached $50.2 billion
and total shareholders’
equity grew to $7.7 billion.
It had return on assets (ROA)
of 2.44% and return on equity

(ROE) of 15.8%. The bank further-honed its risk mitigation
strategy and improved its lending portfolio. The NPL/Gross
Loans ratio fell to 1.69% at end of March 2011, from 1.81%
in March of the previous year, with NPL coverage at 202.8%.
Full-year 2010 also demonstrated the long-term strength
and sound risk policies of the bank. With total assets of $46
billion at year-end last year and shareholders’ equity of $7.4
billion, the bank provided strong profitability, by both regional and international standards. It reported return on assets
(ROA) of 2.4% while shareholders enjoyed return on equity
(ROE) of 17.7% for the year.
NBK continued to focus on its long-term growth and
development strategy in Kuwait and the broader MENA
region over the past year. The bank received its license to start
operations in Syria, adding another large market with significant potential to its regional footprint. In addition, the bank
increased its stake to 47% in Kuwaiti financial institution
Boubyan Bank, strengthening its market position in the
Islamic banking segment in Kuwait.
Global growth once again played a significant role in
enhancing the bank’s profitability during 2010: NBK’s operations outside Kuwait accounted for more than 20% of the
bank’s profits for the year.
NBK’s strong performance amid volatile conditions can be
credited to its outstanding asset quality, backed by a conservative strategy and stable management team. These
attributes also helped the bank to retain its
position as the highest-rated bank in
the Middle East by the major
international credit rating
agencies. In addition, NBK
continues to be recognized for its achievements
and leading competitive
position, having been
named by Global Finance
as best bank in the Middle
East for 2011 and the safest
bank in the Middle East for a
second consecutive year.
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work in investment banking, with its many market-changing deals in different jurisdictions throughout the region.
The Banker has recognized NBK transactions as Best Deal
of the Year numerous times since NBK’s inception. The
Banker also awarded the bank the Best Deal of the Year
award in 2007 and 2009 and named it Bank of the Year in
the Middle East in 2010. Its best-of-breed technology has
also earned NBK numerous awards from prestigious
worldwide publications.
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NBK bank has long been recognized for its outstanding
focus on growth and stability within the Gulf region and
beyond. It was named the Safest Bank in the Middle East
for two years running and Best Emerging Market Bank by
Global Finance. Since 2008, the bank has garnered the
award for Best Bank in the Middle East from Euromoney
magazine, which has also recognized NBK as the Best
Bank in Kuwait every year since 2002.
NBK has won numerous awards for its outstanding
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In a region as diverse and unique as the Middle East North Africa, it is critical to have a trusted partner with a broad local footprint and a reputation for security, safety and solidity. That bank is NBK.
With a long-serving executive team boasting an unrivalled track record in earnings growth, prudent risk management and successful crisis management, clients know that they are in trustworthy hands at NBK. NBK has consistently demonstrated its resilience through difficult times—steering through the murky waters of the global financial crisis to come out far ahead of its peers in
terms of capital strength and asset quality. In addition, its secure and sound management was
clearly demonstrated during the early 1990s, as the bank was the only institution in the region to continue operation
throughout the Gulf War and the political crises that rocked the region. The bank was also instrumental in helping to rebuild
the Kuwaiti economy, post-conflict.
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ble and capable management team.
NBK was the only Kuwaiti bank to emerge from the crisis
relatively unaffected and not requiring support from the
Central Bank of Kuwait. It has had the same core shareholders since its foundation, and no single shareholder holds
more than 5% of equity.
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With a long-term rating of A+ from Standard & Poor’s, Aa2
from Moody’s Investors Service and AA- from Fitch Ratings,
NBK has been consistently awarded the highest credit rating
of any bank in the region and emerging markets. In addition
to its financial strength, rating agencies also acknowledge the
bank’s strong franchise, technological sophistication, and sta-
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In uncertain times, you need a banking partner you can trust. With its relentless focus on stability, risk control and quality of
service, NBK provides just that. Year after year, NBK has won awards from the world’s leading financial publications recognizing
the bank’s commitment to providing state-of-the-art products, unquestionable security and the best possible financial services.
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Switzerland
NBK Banque Privée
Tel: +41 22 906 43 43
Fax: +41 22 906 43 99

China
United States
of America
New York Branch
Tel: +1 212 303 9800
Fax: +1 212 319 8269

United Kingdom
London Branch

Shanghai
Representative Office

Tel: +44 20 7224 2277
Fax: +44 20 7224 2101

Tel: +86 21 6888 1902
Fax: +86 21 5047 1011

Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 759 700
Fax: +961 1 747 866

Jordan

No. of Branches: 10

Iraq

Tel: +962 6 580 0400
Fax: +962 6 580 0441

Credit Bank of Iraq

No. of Branches: 5

Tel: +964 1 7182198/7191944
+964 1 71888406/7171673
Fax: +964 1 7170156

France

No. of Branches: 15

Paris Branch

Kuwait

Tel: +33 1 5659 8600
Fax: +33 1 5959 8623

Vietnam
Vietnam
Representative Office

NBK Kuwait
Tel: +965 2242 2011
Fax: +965 2246 5190
No. of branches: 69

Tel: +84 8 3827 8008
Fax: +84 8 3827 8009

Watani Financial
Brokerage Company

Turkey

Tel: +965 2259 4948
Fax: +965 2245 0809

Turkish Bank
Tel: +90 212373 6373
Fax: +90 212225 0353
No. of Branches: 25

Saudi Arabia

NBK Capital

Jeddah Branch

Tel: +965 2224 6901
Fax: +965 2224 6905

Tel: +966 2 653 8600
Fax: +966 2 653 8653

Singapore
United Arab Emirates
Dubai Branch

Bahrain
Egypt

Growth,
Trust, Safety

N

BK has always been recognized for the
excellence of its stable management
team along with its unequivocal
strategy, consistent profitability, high asset
quality and strong capitalization. The bank
offers a full spectrum of innovative and
unrivalled financial and investment services
and solutions for individuals as well as for
corporate and institutional clients. It
currently enjoys a dominant market share
with a large and ever expanding local and
regional client base.
NBK has consistently been awarded the
highest credit rating of all banks in the region
by the major international rating agencies:
Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch
Ratings. NBK was also named in 2009 and
2010 as the safest bank in the Middle East and
one of the top 50 safest banks in the world.

Al Watany
Bank of Egypt
Tel: +202 333 888 16/17
Fax: +202 333 79302
No. of Branches: 38

Tel: +971 4 2929 222
Fax:+971 4 2943 337

Tel: +973 17 155 555
Fax:+973 17 104 860
No. of Branches: 2

Qatar

Singapore Branch
Tel: +65 6222 5348
Fax: +65 6224 5438

NBK Capital - UAE
Tel: +971 4 365 2800
Fax:+971 4 365 2805

International Bank
of Qatar
Tel: +974 4447 3700
Fax: +974 4447 3710
No. of Branches: 13

www.nbk.com

